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A consumer orientated simulation of rotary solenoid perfor-

mance allows the user to determine what effects non-standard condi-

tions will have on performance in a contemplated application. Typical

variable conditions are: loads temperature and voltage.

Three differential equations are used to describe the solenoid

operation. Two of these are non-linear, second-order equations

describing the helical motion. The third is a non-linear, first-order

equation used to describe the flux-current relationship.

The equations are solved on an Electronic Associates Incorpo-

rated 690 hybrid computer. Programming in the digital computer is

accomplished by using the HYTRAN Operations Interpreter (HOI)

language. This request-response language is specifically designed for

hybrid computer compatibility. Although slower than other well-

known languages, it is capable of performing many executive control



functions while not producing any significant increase in overall

problem solution time.

Results indicate the performance in terms of axial and rotational

displacement, axial velocity, coil current, and torque. After plotting

these features against time, the proper curves are combined for a

comparison with the nominal or standard performance. External

load, temperature and under voltage increase the operating time,

while over voltage has the opposite effect.
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HYBRID COMPUTER SIMULATION OF THE
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF A ROTARY SOLENOID

I. THE ROTARY SOLENOID

Introduction

A rotary solenoid is an electromechanical device similar to

a common straight-pull plunger electromagnet. The difference

between a rotary solenoid and a straight-pull solenoid is that the

basic output of the rotary type is a torque, whereas the output of the

latter is in the form of a push or pull force along the axis of plunger

movement.

In applications demanding a rotary stroke, the rotary solenoid

can be attached directly to the load, thus eliminating the need for the

additional linkage associated with adapting a straight-pull solenoid.

There are also occasions where a straight-pull motion is needed,

and where there is not enough room to incorporate a straight-pull

solenoid. Here a rotary solenoid may be adapted with the proper

linkage.

There are three basic types of rotary solenoids, each with its

own characteristics. These types are: pure rotary, pivotal and

helical.

Essentially, their function is the sameall three are electro-

mechanical devices that convert electrical impulses into mechanical
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motion. The basic construction consists of a coil core to create an

electromagnetic field and an armature which is drawn closed by the

field. It is this armature movement that produces the work performed

by the solenoid.

The air gap between the stator and the armature plays a vital

role in the efficiency of a solenoid. The force of the armature is

inversely proportional to the thickness of the air gap. Therefore,

in most solenoids there is less pull force created at the start of

armature movement, when the air gap is at its widest, than there

is at the end of the armature movement, when the air gap is at a

minimum.

The unregulated armature of a straight-pull solenoid normally

moves slowest at the wider air gaps and fastest at the narrow air gaps. The

helical rotary solenoid is an exception to the above force-gap rela-

tion because its design takes advantage of the variable axial velocity of

the armature. By controlling the speed of armature movement, the

force will be nearly independent of the air gap. That is, the force

will be approximately constant throughout the stroke. This is a

definite advantage when a high starting torque is desired.

Purpose of the Study

This thesis will explore the dynamic performance of a rotary

solenoid by computer simulation. The primary purpose of this study
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will be to enable the user to predict the performance of his particular

solenoid under both standard and non-standard conditions as might be

encountered in a contemplated system.

A designer would be concerned with varying the basic param-

eters such as: number of turns, coil size, over-all size, thermal

characteristics and similar constants over which the user has little

control. The user would be more interested in what effects voltage,

temperature and load will have on the performance.

A detailed simulation of a rotary solenoid could not be found in

the literature. One article (Smith and Papaiconomou, 1962) did

present sample performance curves of a typical rotary solenoid;

however, the computer simulation supporting these curves was not

published. Their objective was to present curves from which a user

could approximate the non-standard behavior of his particular

solenoid. In order to utilize these curves, the user must obtain the

standard performance data for the solenoid under consideration.

But, due to the competitive nature of the solenoid manufacturing

business, detailed techniques and technical data are difficult to

acquire.

By employing the simulation presented in this thesis, the user

need only obtain the physical constants.



II. DEVELOPING THE MODEL

Introduction
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The most widely used rotary solenoid is the helical type. The

solenoid selected for this study is a type 5S, 24-volt dc, 35 degree,

right-hand stroke, helical type, standard model, with a standard

scroll-type return spring. This model has a maximum starting

torque of one newton-meter, a bare weight of 250 grams and an out-

side diameter of 4.76 centimeters.

The main consideration is given to simulating the dynamic

characteristics of the solenoid on an Eletronic Associates Incorpo-

rated 690 (EAI 690) hybrid computer, consisting of a digital com-

puter (EAI 640) and an analog computer (EAI 680), while varying

selective parameters. When accomplishing this, it is pertinent to

note the coil current, axial movement, rotation, and output torque.

This study is then directed to obtain the proper mathematical

relations, numeric values of parameters and initial values of vari-

ables. The parameters to be varied, and the range of variables and

their derivatives are then determined. Afterwards the equations are

magnitude and time scaled. The study then builds the conceptual

model by devising flow charts, and EAI 690 computer diagrams and

programs. Next, the physical model is constructed on the computer

with potentiometer settings, initial values, limiting levels and
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recording equipment initialization. Finally, the results are analyzed

to determine if a valid simulation of the actual device has been

achieved.

Differential Equations

The main item producing the action of any solenoid is current.

Current in a solenoid will build up as in a series RL circuit. (The

assumption is made that there is no shunting capacitance in the

solenoid coil.) Current flow will cause magnetic flux to be estab-

lished around the coil, thus creating an axial force on the armature.

Solenoid pull force is inversely proportional to the air gap

length. In general this causes the solenoid to possess much less

work potential at the beginning of the stroke. The helical rotary

solenoid is an exception to this because the armature rests on three

ball bearings in compound-incline races. The races can be designed

to cause rapid gap closure at the beginning of the stroke, where the

force is small, and slower gap closure near the end of the stroke,

where the pull forces are much greater. (See Figure 1.) The net

result is a nearly flat torque-stroke characteristic which is desir-

able when a high starting torque is required. The variable slope of

the races must be determined in order to calculate this torque.

This slope, calculated in Appendix I, leads to the expressions for

magnetic force to be considered in equations (2) and (4).
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Figure 1. Cam action of ball bearing races.

The mathematical model is based on the schematic diagram,

and Figure 3, along with the following assumptions:

(a) Magnetic saturation is negligible.

(b) Effective cross-sectional area of the working air

gap is independent of the air-gap length, i.e.,

fringing effects are ignored.

(c) The magnetic circuit can be represented as an equiva-

lent series circuit with the working air gaps as

elements.

(d) There is no shunting capacitance in the coil.

One effect of these assumptions is that the resulting model is a

linearized model.



Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Rotary Solenoid
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To develop the differential equations for describing the dynamics

of the rotary solenoid, use is made of Faraday's law, Kirchhoff's

voltage law and Newton's second law.

Application of the first two laws to the coil of the solenoid of

Figure 2 results in

whe re :

E =

R =

i =

N =

E = iR + N4) (1)

applied voltage

resistance of windings

current in windings

number of winding turns

= flux generated by current.

Application of Newton's law to the axial motion results in

whe re:

Fa = Mx + K
1
x + K 2x + Fo (2)

2Fa = Finsin a (from Appendix expression I-E)
axial direction component of magnetic pull, Fm

M = effective mass of the moving armature

K1 = frictional load, without mechanical load (unloaded)

K2 = effective spring constant

FD = initial restoring force acting on armature

x = displacement of armature from the unenergized
position.



Newton's law also applies to the rotary motion,

where:

T = +K30 +K40 +T0

T = torque caused by magnetic pull

9

(3)

I = moment of inertia of armature

K3 = rotational viscous friction

K4 = effective rotational spring constant

T
0

= initial restoring torque

0 = rotation of armature from the unenergized position.

Appendix I shows that the magnetic pull can be resolved into

two components. These components are the force or pull in the axial

direction and the force tending to rotate the armature. The force

tending to rotate the armature will produce a torque equal to the

product of itself and the radius upon which it is acting. In this case,

the radius is that of the ball bearing race.

Therefore, in equation (3),

T = Ftr (4)

where:

r = radius of the ball bearing race

Ft =
2

Fm sin 2a (from Appendix expression I-F)
torque producing component of magnetic pull, F F.

The magnetic pull Fm is given in terms of the flux and



magnetic circuit parameters in MKS units as

where:

110
= 4n X 10-7

2

2p.0A

10

(5)

A = effective cross-sectional area of working air-gap
flux.

Flux may be expressed in terms of the magnetic circuit param-

eters as

yields

where:

Ni
(1)m =

= total reluctance.

(6)

Substituting expression (6) into equations (5) and (1) results in

F
2

iE = iR + N2
d
dt (R,

Then, substituting expression (7) into equations (2) and (3)

2 Ni 2 1sin a (7) A = Mx +K
1
34+K

2
x+F

0

2Nisin2a ) + K
3
5 + K40 + T

0
.

2
uc"

2P"

r

OA
=

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
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Reluctance may be expressed in the following form, with

reference to the third assumption and Figure 3, as

where:

gt + reluctance of the iron parts
0`4w

gt gt = total length of all air gaps

A = effective cross-sectional area of working air gap.

With magnetic saturation negligible, the reluctance of the iron

parts is minimal relative to that of the air gaps. Hence, the iron

reluctance will be neglected for this simulation.

Reluctance of the various air gaps can be calculated with the

aid of Figure 3 where two of the most likely flux paths are shown.

Fringing and leakage flux will be neglected and all the flux will be

assumed to exist within the cross-sectional area of the air gaps.

The upper path can be considered "in parallel" with the lower, and

their reluctance s may then be combined analogous to parallel resis-

tors in an electrical circuit.

Reluctances 1, 2 and 3, with reference to expression (11) and

Figure 3 are

1

g-x
2 2

1101r(r1 -I. 2 )

=
g

1

14, 07(2 r 3
+ g

1
)f2
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Q3 g - x

FL Tr(r - r
1

2
)

0 4
2

Since a
2

and R.
3

are in parallel, it will be easier to sum

their permeances, and then add their total reluctance to 2,1'

p.
0

Tr(2r
3

+g
1
)f

2 gl

2 2

10Tr(r
4

- r
1

)

3 g - x

9 +13,)

µ0[(2r3 + g 1)f (g-x)+g (r,2 - r 2
)]

1.1 1

2 3 g 1(g - x)

Q =12.
1 +p2 +6)3

g (g-x)
Q. 1 g - x 1

] (12)
L iT 2 2 2r

1
- r

2
(g-x)f(2r3+gi)+gi(r

4
r1 )

1

In future developments, the bracketed portion of expression

(12) will be referred to as simply until numeric values are

substituted.

Now, substituting expression (12) into equations (8), (9) and

(10), and rearranging the resulting equations in standard form for

solution on an analog computer, produces



d

dt
E-iR

B N
2

p. Tr

Mx = 2A

2 2 2p. oTr N sin a

rp,o7r
2

N
2 sin2a

I0
4A

,-rD, 2
- K1

2

)-

- K 2x - F
0

13

(13)

(14)k

"1'13

tA.B
K

3
0 - K40 - To (15)

Equations (13), (14) and (15) represent the differential equation

model of the rotary solenoid that will be simulated on the EAI 690

computer after the parameter values are inserted.

Numerical Values of Parameters

The simulation of equations (13), (14) and (15) on an analog

computer requires numerical values for all parameters and constants.

The MKS system of units will be used since the equations were de-

rived for those units. The following is a list of parameters and con-

stants which represents the initial values for this particular solenoid:

E = 24 volts, applied voltage

R = 7.8 ohms, winding resistance @ 20°C

N = 550 winding turns

F
0

= 0, initial restoring force on the armature
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K1 = 2.62 m/ sec , viscous friction

K2 7.18 X 102 N/m, effective spring constant

A = 1.115 x 10-3m2 (1.73 in2), effective cross-
sectional area of working air-gap flux

M = 5.25 X 102 kg, effective mass of armature

0 to 1.52 X 10-3 meters (0 to 0.06 in.), displace-
ment of armature from the unenergized position

I = 5.47 X106 kg meters2, moment of inertia

K3 = 0, rotational viscous friction

K4 = 4 X 10-2 N,m/rad, effective rotational spring
constant

TO 5 x 10-3 N m, initial restoring torque

r = 1.59 X 10-2 meters (0. 625 in. )

= 1.13 X 10-2
1

meters (0.445 in. )

r
2

3.18 X 10-3 meters (0. 125 in. )

r
3

= 1.11 X 102 meters (0.438 in.)

r4 = 1.91 X 102 meters (0.753 in. )

g = 1.59 X 103 meters (0. 0625 in.)

g1 = 1.78 X 104 meters (0. 007 in. )

3.18 x 10-3 meters (0. 125 in.)

= 00 to 350

0
= 4Tr X 10 -7 henry/meter.

Substituting the aforementioned values into equations (13), (14)

and (15) yields



d . g-x+5.93 X10-4
I- 1 4 i= (17 - 5.54 0104

(g-x)(g-x+8.87 X 10 )

15

(16)

5.25 X 10-2 x = 2.34 X10-5 g -x +5. 93 X 1044
12'in

2a -
(g-x)(g-x+8.87 X10 )

2.62 x - 7.18 X 102x (17)

-6"5.47 X 10 0 = 1.865 X 10-7[i g-x+5.93 X 10 24
] sin 2a -

(g-x)(g-x+8.87 X 10 )

4 X1020 - 5 X103 (18)

Equations (16), (17) and (18) must be magnitude scaled to put

them within the proper range of the EAI 680. Expanding the magnitude-

scaled equations (II-A), (II-D) and (II-E) from Appendix II yields the

following equations that are prepared for analog computer simulation:

(I) = (17 - 5.54 i)104

4 2

(0.0525X) = 5.85[2 X 103 i g -x +5. 93 X 10
] sin2a

(g-x)(g-x+8.87 X 10 )

(19)

0.0524(501) - 0. 12(6 X 103x) (20)

g-x+5.93 X10 4
12 sin 2a -(5.47 X 10-46)0) 4. 66[2 X 10-3 i

(g-x)(g-x+8.87 X10- )

0.4(100) - 0.5 . (21)

One other factor must be considered before the three equations
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are ready for simulation. The time of operation must be scaled to

allow the recording equipment time to respond to the changing voltage

levels. The rotary solenoid will complete its stroke, when unloaded,

in about ten milliseconds. The equations have, therefore, been scaled

to slow the solution down by a factor of 1000. The solution will now

take a minimum of ten seconds. Time scaling is accomplished, in

this case, by simply multiplying the gains of all integrators by 103.

The scaled EAI 690 diagram of equations (19), (20) and (21) is shown

in Figure 4 with legend in Figure 5. The EAI 640 flow diagram and

program listing are shown in Appendix III.

The non-initial constants selected to illustrate the effects of

voltage, resistance and mass-inertia variations are shown in Table 1.

The effects of these variations will be discussed in Chapter III.

Table 1. Non-Initial Constants

Constant % of Initial
Constant Value

Voltage 150% 36 volts

Voltage 80% 19.2 volts
Resistance 600% 10.90 @ 120°C

Inertia 200% 1.094 X 105kg m2

Inertia 300% 1.64 X 105 kg.m2
Mass 200% 0.105 kg

Mass 300% 0.158 kg
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Potentiometer Settings

Potentiometers are used in the inputs to the amplifiers to obtain

non-integer values and to vary the values of various parameters. The

initial setting of each potentiometer and the value it represents is

listed in Table 2.

The potentiometer number refers to the actual potentiometer

used on the EAI 680 computer.

Analog and Digital Program

This simulation is developed for a hybrid computer because of

the number of decision making elements and the simplifications

allowed by the digital calculation of trigonometric and exponential

functions. These functions arise due to the shape of the ball bearing

race curve. The digital computer also acts as a controller of the

analog computer by setting, checking and changing potentiometers

automatically. In addition, the digital computer controls the external

recording apparatus. Hence, the operator need only be concerned

with the digital teletype and the recording equipment.

The digital computer is programmed using the HYTRAN Opera-

tions Interpreter (HOI) language. This is an interactive programming

language designed for analog/digital compatibility. All communication

between the user and the system is on a request-response basis. HOI



Table 2. Potentiometer Settings
Potentiometer

Number
Initial
Value Quantity

1 0.12 (1.67 X 10 4
)K2

2 0.12 Gain adjustment

3 0.0525 (2 X 102)K1
-2

4 0.952 5 X 10
M

5 0.954 sx(g)

2 2 2 2 2
4 11 0 Tr N (r1 r2)

6 0.585 (2.5 X10 )
2A

9 0.912 s xx max

30 0.034 1.7 X 10-3 E
N2110

Tr

32 0.1108 1.7 X 102
R

N2110
Tr

34 0.1066 sx)10

37 0.4 10K
4

60 0.05 10T
0

61 0.1 Gain adjustment

6
64 0.183 10

67 0.573 radians X 57.3 degrees/radian

11 7
2

N
2 r(ri r2)2

-
2 2

69 0.466 106)(2.5 X
4A

20
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is easier to program for hybrid systems than FORTRAN IV or an

assembly language; but, HOI is slower in operation. However, there

are many executive control functions such as, initialization between

analog runs, potentiometer setting and output control line setting, in

which the slower HOI will not produce any significant increase in

overall problem-solution time. Slow speed may cause problems in

some applications, particularly if the digital solution time is extreme

when solving a rapidly varying quantity.

The program may be easily adapted to other helical rotary

solenoids, provided the expression for the ball bearing race curve

remains the same. If the race curve and/or stroke length changes,

corresponding changes must be made to the slope expressions in the

digital program.
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The voltage variations, which are the analog computer outputs,

are recorded on an EAI eight channel, strip-chart recorder. The

charts are driven at a constant speed of five millimeters per second.

Hence, each five millimeter division represents one second in com-

puter time, but since the simulation has been timed scaled by 1000,

the divisions represent one millisecond in real time. After recording

all the variations of the parameters, the proper charts are super-

imposed to provide a more graphic contrast. These charts are

shown in Figures 6, 8 and 10. Figures 7, 9 and 11 are the compila-

tion of the angular displacement and torque of Figures 6, 8 and 10.

One factor affecting the performance of a rotary solenoid is the

inertia or load. This factor is simulated by doubling and then tripling

the inertia and mass coefficients simultaneously with the assumption

that the friction or viscous damping will remain constant. In prac-

tice this may or may not be true depending upon the type of load.

Ambient temperature plays a role in determining rotary

solenoid performance, because as the temperature rises, the coil

resistance is increased, thereby reducing the force-producing mag-

netic flux.
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Finally, the effect of voltage variation is studied. A change

in applied voltage influences the current and thereby causes a per-

formance change due to the variation of the magnetic flux.

Load Variations

Figures 6 and 7 show the influence of load variations of two and

three times nominal, on the current, displacement, torque and

velocity. As expected, increasing the load causes the current to

increase because the armature is traveling slower. This reduced

speed allows the current more time to attempt to approach the E/R

value before the armature further enters the coil and reduces the

reluctance. The current curves indicate an increasing current after

armature motion has ceased. Had the computer been allowed to run

beyond 20 milliseconds, the current would have slowly risen to the

E/R value. The E/R value in this case is 3.08 amperes. The load

can be increased enough to cause the armature to stall. This stall

load is about six times the nominal load of 5.47 X 10-6 kgmeters2

and 5.25 x 10-2 kg. Notice the axial velocity in Figure 6. At the

start of axial movement, when the air gap is largest, the velocity is

greater than during the latter half of axial movement. This phenome-

non, which is also evident in Figures 8 and 10, supports the theory

in Chapter II that to achieve a flat torque-stroke characteristic the

armature must travel faster when the air gap is large.
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Figure 7 shows the gradual increasing torque-stroke curve

for loaded and unloaded conditions.

Temperature Variations

The influence of varying ambient or coil temperature is shown

in Figures 8 and 9. Curves A represent a temperature of 20oC and

curves B a temperature of 120oC. A temperature increase will cause

an increase in conductor resistance in accordance with the expression,

Ract = (R@20oC)[1 +0.00393 (Tact - 20)] .

As seen by this expression, a large increase in temperature is

needed to cause a significant rise in resistance. Standard rotary

solenoids are designed to operate in the range of -55°C to 85°C. An

additional rise to 120°C C s permissible without thermal damage.

Special high-temperature coils are available that allow operation up

to 175°C.

Figures 8 and 9 show a minimal decrease in current and perfor-

mance for the higher temperature. Therefore, the limiting factor is

not so much the reduced output, as is the ability of the coil to with-

stand the higher temperatures.

Voltage Variations

Finally, the most dramatic curves are seen in Figures 10 and

11 which indicate performance as a function of applied voltage.
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Figure 9, Torque Characteristics for Temperature Variations
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Curves A represent a nominal 24 volts` curves B, 36 volts; and

curves C, 19.2 volts. Again, the currents will rise to their

respective E/R values after the armature motion has ceased. There

is about a 40% increase in operating time when the voltage is reduced

20%.

It appears as though it is advantageous to increase the voltage.

However, any increase in power increases solenoid coil heating,

which causes a decrease in torque, as was shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 11 shows the torque-stroke curve with voltage as a

parameter .

Results

In summary, it should be noted that the model was not com-

pared with the actual solenoid due to the lack of laboratory equipment

required to test all the parameters. Verification can readily be

obtained for current and displacement versus time; but, torque

versus time would be more difficult to corroborate. However, the

criterion for the validity of this thesis was established in part by

referring to other studies and the manufacturer's brochures (Gulow,

1967; Smith and Papaiconomou, 1962; Ledex, 1967; Oak, 1968).

Concluding Remarks

There are two parameters that have been omitted and could
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be incorporated into another study. The first of these is the effect

of the duty cycle, and the second is the effect of the stroke length.

Another study could also combine the "operate" performance

analysis given here with a "release" analysis.

Duty Cycle. Duty cycle is the ratio of the maximum permissible

"on" time to the total time of one cycle of operation. The total time

is defined as "on" time plus "off" time. Duty cycle is a function of

the internal temperature rise, where the heat generated is propor-

tional to the coil resistance and the square of the coil current. The

rate of internal temperature rise is determined by the thermal heat

transfer characteristics of the solenoid and the ambient conditions.

When the internal temperature rises, the resistance of the coil wire

is increased, thereby decreasing the coil current. A reduction in

coil current causes a lessening of the output torque. Thus, when

duty 'cycle is decreased, and the coil has a chance to cool, starting

torque is increased as some function of the increased coil current. This

increased power forces an increase in magnetic saturation, resulting

in a higher starting torque, with a torque reduction towards the end

of the rotary stroke. The additional power also affects the solenoid

actuating time. With the higher coil current and the greater starting

torque, faster solenoid operation is realized (Gulow, 1967). For

further discussion on the temperature rise of magnetic coils see

Roters (1941).
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Under continuous operation, or 100% duty cycle, the magnetic

flux level is lower at the start than it is during 25% duty cycle opera-

tion. This results in a relatively low starting torque, with a general

increase towards the end of the rotary stroke. In order to obtain

the most uniform torque-stroke curve, standard solenoids are

designed to operate at about a 25% duty cycle.

Due to the variety of mounting and cooling configurations and

the difficulty involved in obtaining thermal characteristics, duty-

cycle variations are not considered in this thesis. The results

presented are for continuous operation or 100% duty cycle.

Stroke Length. There is a variation of torque with respect

to the length of the total stroke. The stroke of rotary solenoids may

range from 25 to 95 degrees. Within this range, practically any

fixed angle of rotation is available. However, torque is inversely

proportional to the length of the rotary stroke. Thus, under identical

conditions, the starting torque produced by a 25 degree solenoid is

approximately double that produced by a 45 degree solenoid. A 35

degree solenoid was available for laboratory observation; therefore,

this study is centered around the 35 degree model.

Utilization of an analog or hybrid computer to simulate the

influence of parameter variation on solenoid performance is definitely

more convenient, faster and possibly more economical than modifying
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the actual device. However, there are inherent disadvantages in

using this type of solution. Foremost of these is the inability to

encompass all of the interrelations that occur among the variables.

The mathematical model used to represent the solenoid, rather than

the computer, is the primary fault. The resulting model is a compro-

mise on confining the complexity of the problem within limits and of

trying to incorporate the effects of all meaningful parameters. In

this thesis, the results presented are only one of many combinations

of the compromises; therefore, the curves shown are only approxi-

mate.
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APPENDIX I

Determination of Ball Bearing Race Curve

Lacking data, the curvature of the ball bearing race was

determined experimentally. The rotary solenoid was fixed in a vise

with the axis horizontal. A pointer was fixed to one end of the shaft

and a dial indicator mounted on the other end. The shaft was manu-

ally turned in five-degree increments while the dial indicator was

observed. This resulted in the plot of rotation versus axial move-

ment, shown in Figure I-A.

01 . 02 .03

Axial displacement, inches

.04 .05

Figure I-A. Shaft rotation vs. axial displacement

.06
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Plotted on log-log paper, the curve of axial displacement versus

circumferential distance is a straight line. (See Figure There-

fore, the equation of the curve has the form

x = b(circum. dist. ) .

Once the constants b and m are calculated, the curve equation

is differentiated to obtain an expression for the slope of the curve.

I/4
3

)

0

)

3

r

1

1

0.6 0 7 0 R 0 9 1.0 1 5 2.0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1

1.5

1.

0.

0.

0.

0.

O.

0.

0.

Circumferential distance, 103 meters

Figure I-B. Axial displacement versus rotation.



Reference to Figure I-B will result in

x = 0.0243 (circumferential distance)0.588

for the equation of the curve.

Differentiating equation (I-A) leads to

dx
d(c.d.) = 0.0143 (c. d. ) -0.412
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(I-A)

(I-B)

as the equation for the slope.

It is desirable, as will be seen in Chapter II, to have x as

the independent variable since it is the axial movement. Hence,

equations (I-A) and (I-B) are converted to

1.7
c. d. = ( 0.0243

d(c. d. )
= 935x.70dx (I-C)

The reciprocal of equation (I-C) is needed because the actual

lower ball bearing race curve is orientated: x along the ordinate;

and, c. d. along the abscissa. Equation (I-C) now becomes

dx - O. 7= 1.07 X 10 3x = a.d(c.d.)

Figure I-C shows how the magnetic force, F may bem

(I-D)

resolved into components of Fml and Fm2. m2 is then resolved

into Ft and Fa.
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Fa = F sin2
am

= Fm sin2 arctan (1.07 X 10 -3 /x0' 7) (I-E)

Ft = Fm sin a cos a = Fm sin 2 a
2

Ball bearing

= 1 -3 O. 7F sin 2 arctan (1.07 X10 x )Fm (I-F)

Plane of lower
ball bearing race

ml

SIDE VIEW

m2

Figure I-C. Schematic of ball bearing race.
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APPENDIX II

Magnitude Scaling of Differential Equations

Equations (16), (17) and (18) will be scaled for an analog com-

puter with a base voltage of ten. The variables to be scaled, all

of which appear as analog amplifier outputs, are: (1), MX, x, x, Ig

and 8, where cl) is the bracketed term of equations (16), (17) and

(18).

The aforementioned variable maximums are:

1 7 X 105 + 5.93 X 10-4 - 5 X103
(1)max 7X10 5 (7x10 5 +8.87X104)

= 3. 8max max
x .0 2 m/ sec
max

= 1.52 X 10-3 metersxmax.
= 9.85 X10-2I 0max max

0 60 rad/secmax

0 = 0.61 radiansmax

Let s represent the scale factor which is composed of the

ratio of the base voltage to the respective variable maximum.

s < 10 = 2 X 103
5 X 103

s Mx
= 1

10S. < = 50
x O. 2
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s <

10
6 X 10-3x 1.52 X 10-3

s
I0 10

10s
0 60

<

,10se <
. 61

The variables of equations (16), (17) and (18) are now multiplied

and divided by their respective scale factors, thereby not altering

the equations, to yield

(1) = (17 - 5.54i)104

0.0525X = 2.34 X 106
5 -3

(1)
2 2 2.562

) -(2 x 10 ) sin a- (50x-04 X 10

(II-A)

7.18 X 102
(6 X 103x)

6 X 103

-5.47 X 10 40 1.865 X10-7
(2 X 10-3ct))

2sin 2a -
102 4 X 10-6

-24 X 10
0

(100) - 5 X 103
1

Equations (II-B) and (II-C) can be reduced to

(0. 0525 X) = 5.85 (2 X 10 302sin2
0.0524 (50X) -

0.12 (6 X 10 3
x)

-4 ** -3 2(5.47 X 10 0) = 4.66 (2 x 10 ci.) sin 2a -

0.4 (100) - 0.5 .

(II-B)

(II-C)

(II-D)

(II-E)
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APPENDIX III

PROGRAM LISTING AND FLOW DIAGRAM

1.001 "HYBRID SIMUL. OF ROTARY SOLENOID":
1.010 @IX, @WA, XM;
1.020 NORMAL;
1.030 N=0
1.040 @SP, @NSEC, M;
1.050 "POT.SET": 12;
1.060 "POTCHK": 21;
1.070 "CHK RECORD": H;
1.100 @IC, M;
1.110 @CLO, '100000, S;
1.120 "PEN POSITION? SEN SW C":
1.130 $SSW? 1.141.
1.140 1.13.
1.141 @OP, M;
1.200 .A=VALC@AD01)
1.300 B=VALC@AD03)
1.400 CUR=-.833*A*B*(A+.532)/CA+.356)
1.500 @DA01, CUR, SET;
1.600 C=VALC@AD00)
1.601 S=10*CB:2)
1.602 C=>.912? F=0, 1.702.
1.610 C<=0? F=S, 1.702.
1.701 F=S*(SINCATNC.0942/CC)t.7))1t2
1.702 @DA00, F,. SET;
1.703 C=>.912? TOR=0, 1.81.
1.710 C=>.1066? 1.8.
1.720 TOR=.0, 1.81.
1.800 TOR=-S*SIN(2*(ATN(.0942/(C)t.7)))
1.810 @DA04, TOR, S;
1.830 ABSCB)=>.6? 1.84.
1.831 1.2.
1.840 @CLO, '0, S;
1.850 @SP, M; H;
1.900 "CHANGE PARAMETERS":
1.910 N=N+1
1.920 N==1? 1.922.
1.921 1.93.
1.922 PC030, .0512, S;
1.923 VALC@C030): 1.07.
1.930 N==2? 1.932.
1.931 1.94.
1.932 @C030, .0273, S;
1.933 VALC@C030): 1.07.
1.940 N==3? 1.942.
1.941 1.95.
1.942 @C030, .034, S;
1.943 n032, .155, S;
1.944 VALC@C030):
1.945 VALC@C032): 1.07.



1.950
1.951
1.952
1.953
1.954
1.955
1.956
1.957
1.960
1.961
1.962
1.963
1.964
1.965
1.970

12.011
12.020
12.021
12.030
12.031
12.040
12.050
12.060
12.061
12.070
12.089
12.090
12.100

12.111
12.130
12.140

21.011
21.020
21.021
21.022
21.030
-21.040
21.050
21.060
21.061
21.070
21.080
21.090
21.100

21.111
21.130
21.140

N==4? 1.952.
1.96.
@C032p .1108, S;
@C004, .476, S;
@C064, .0915, S;
VALC@C032):
VAL( @C004):
VAL( @C064): 1.07.
N==5? 1.962.
1.97.
@C064, .061, S;
@C004, .317p S.;
VALC@C004):
VALC@C064): 1.07.
"END OF PROGRAM": H;

@COM: .12, S;
@C002, .12, S;
@C003, .0525p S;
@C005, .954, S;
@C0040 .952, S;
@C006, .585, S;
@C009, .912,
00030, .034, S;
@C034, .1066, S;
@C032, .1108, S;
@C037, .4, S;
@C060, .05, Si
@C061, .1, S;

@C064, .183,
@C067, .573, S;
@C069, .466, S;

VALC@C001):
VALC@C002):
VALC@C003):
VAL( @C004):
VAL( @C005):
VALC@C006):
VALC@C009):
VALC@C030):
VALC@C034):
VAL( @C032):
VALC@C037):
VALC@C060):
VAL( @C961):

VALC@C064):
VAL(@C067):
VALC@C069):
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(ROTARY
SOLENOID

0
MODE ---'SET POT

SPEED-- NORMAL, SEC

SET POT;

CHECK POT

CHECK

RECORDER

MODE INITIAL COND.
SET OUTPUT CONTROL LINE HIGH

TO START RECORDER

OPTIONAL
PAUSE

MODE 'OPERATE
A -"A/D # 1
B-1-A/D# 3

CUR:-.- -0, 833AB(A+0. 532 )/(A+0. 356)
D/A # 1- CUR
C--A/D, 0
5-'10 B4

F 0

F -4'S(SIN
2

a )

P- 46

P- 46N/

45
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P- 47
D/



( PAUSE

CHANGE
PARAMETERS

N N+ it

0

ADJ, VOLT. &
TEMP POTS &
CHECK POTS

V

ADJ, VOLT, POT
& CHECK VOLT,

POT

0

0

STOPSTOP

0
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ADJ. VOLT, POT
& CHECK VOLT.

POT

ADJ. MASS &
INERTIA POTS
CHECK POTS

P- 45
F

ADJ, TEMP, MASS
> & INERTIA POTS

CHECK POTS


